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What to Do in Your Outdoor Living Space
April 26, 2019

It’s more than just a deck! It’s like having an extra kitchen and living room attached to
your home, but with the added benefit of constant fresh air. A well-built outdoor living
space makes great use of space, to turn your backyard into a beautiful comfort zone
that you will never want to leave. You can add BBQs, stovetops, refrigerators,
fireplaces, countertops, space heaters, ceiling fans, partitions screens and shades, and
a full entertainment unit and television. Why would you want to go inside? With that in
mind, here is a list of all the things we are going to do in our outdoor living spaces this
year between the beginning of spring and end of fall (or maybe even longer!):
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 Read a novel
 Stargaze
 Date night
 Family game night
 Plan an elaborate BBQ dinner with all the fixings
 Forget about dinner until the last minute and prepare some last minute burgers
 Drink my morning coffee
 Drink my evening wine
 Host a Grey Cup party
 Host a Stanley Cup party
 Host a party for the Scripps National Spelling Bee and see if my friends still show up
 Finish a project for work
 Finish a project I’ve been working on in my spare time
 Invite the new neighbours over to get to know them
 Invite the old neighbours over to catch up
 Try a new hobby
 Learn how to make a new drink
 Let the kids spend the night outside
 Movie night
 Spend the weekend binge watching the newest season of my favourite show
 Take in my view
 Celebrate a birthday
 Meditate
 Exercise
 Change my mind about exercise and have a nap instead
 Stick my legs into the sunny areas to get a tan
 Warm up by the fire
 Enjoy some quiet alone time
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Free Flooring Promotion!
Ask us how to get free carpet or LVP
between now and May 31, 2019

Call for details: 403.287.3122

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes and
Renovations, you automatically qualify for our
referral program? Call us for information.
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